
8 класс. Тест на активный и пассивный залог 

 

1)We … to be polite and friendly to other people. 

have taught 

are taught  

may taught 

be taught 

2)The exhibition … to the audience tomorrow morning. 

will be opened 

open 

will open 

is opened  

3)My best friend … me about his wedding. 

is being informed 

has been informing  

was informed 

informed 

4)The Pyramids … long before the European civilization appeared.  

will be constructed 

are constructed 

have been constructed 

had been constructed 

5)You’ll have to wait because the dinner … 

will just being cooked  

is just be being cooked 

is just being cooked  

was just being cooked 

6)During World War II many cities … by the German army. 

were occupied  



occupied 

have occupied 

are occupie 

7)A lot of money … since we established this fund. Hopefully, we will have raised the whole sum by the 

end of the year. 

was donated 

donated 

have been donated 

has been donated 

8)What … to help you avoid the punishment?  

can be done 

I can do 

do you do 

can been done 

9)The official report … by the end of this week. 

will be written 

is being written 

will have been written 

is written 

10)The number of the Internet users … every day. 

is grown 

grows 

are grown 

grow  

11)This test … by a great number of students, so you can do it as well. 

has passed 

has been passed  

have passed 

passes 



12)Who … your house cleaned by? 

will 

can 

is 

has 

13)He … when he told that he had never heard it before. 

was laughed  

was laughed at 

was being laughed at 

laughed 

14)My little brother … to eat a lot of sweets. 

is not allowed 

will not allowed 

must not allowed 

was not being allowed 

15)What were you asked … at the meeting? 

to 

— 

with 

about 


